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Net Neutrality (1) - what it means, and why

suppression of innovation is the key issue

by Ewan Sutherland

Inthe USA perhaps the most contentious debate
in telecommunications policy concerns "net neu-
trality". That the debate is being conducted on

and around Capitol Hill says much about how the
market players plan to achieve victory on the politi-
cal playing field, rather than on the market. Win or
lose, they will fall back on litigation as the weapon of
last resort to constrain and cajole rivals.

However, the first play has been political to argue for
changes in the legislation, based on the high levels
of capital needed to build large scale fibre access
networks. It is sabre rattling of a rather noisy variety,
a sort of phoney war and "hardball" lobbying, creat-
ing uncertainty for rivals and for those financing
them.

A very active debate was conducted at the Com-
merce Committee of the US Senate on 7th February
2006. Vint Cerl made a case for "innovation without
permission", that operators should not be allowed to
stand in the way of the inventor of what comes after
the WWW.Amazonor.hisemployer.Google.This
was an argument that the Japanese and the Kore-
ans, seeking economic development, would have
understood.

The response from the operators in the USA was
harder to assess, on the one hand it could be politi-
cal opportunism, the sums involved and the "need"
for investment create a plausible argument, on the
other hand it could be a legitimate concern to ensure
adequate returns on investment. The short-term
views of Wall Street, may require them to obtain
greater returns and sooner than their counterparts in
other countries.

There may be a greater likelihood of their being
down graded to a utility stock or the senior manage-
ment at the RBOCs may be more afraid of that des-
ignation for their personal remuneration.

Legislation?

As ever, the prospects of legislation are hard to
judge. There is a strong element of a lottery in its
passage through the US Congress, though some-
thing will eventually be enacted. These are not the
proposals of an administration with a parliamentary
majority that would be seen in most democracies.
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Success for the conflicting proposals of individual
legislators might come this year, next year or the
year after. Consequently, the network operators
have to playa long game, making their case at each
opportunity, buying a ticket in each lottery in the
hope of winning or, at least, breaking even.

1\is not clear that there is a real market failure.
There have been two ca~es of ISPs in the USA
blocking VolP traffic, one Madison River and the
other Clearwire. A US-based company, Verso Tech-
nologies, has launched carrier grade software to fil-
ter out Skype and has sold it to Chinese and Middle
Eastern operators.

One Canadian operator has introduced a surcharge
for access to VoIP. The potential to block is consid-
erable, but it may be no more than that. Real block-
ing and disrupting of traffic has a high probability
of being counterproductive for the operators, since
"walled gardens" have not been a success.

There are general principles of competition law that
have been applied to comparable areas, such as
airline Customer Reservation Systems (CRS) and
Electronic Programme Guides (EPG), which have
generated a considerable case law.

As the Commerce Committee Chairman noted,
there are also precedents in the anti-trust law requir-
ing the sharing of oil pipelines, going back to the
days of Standard Oil, that have surprising similari-
ties. This suggests that the courts might well be able
to deal with any attempt to suppress in whole or in
part services on the Internet.

French WAP case

There is also the French WAP case, where the
Commercial Court in Paris, in May 2000, blocked
France Telecom from selling its WAP-enabled
mobile phones which would have locked users into
the company's own WAP portal or "walled garden".
The case was brought by a Wappup.com, a French
WAP portal startup, and l'Association Fran<;:aisede
L'lnternet Mobile (AFIM) which won the right to have
the devices unlocked from any portal.

The FCC has set out four principles, stating that
consumers are entitled to:
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(1) access the lawful Internet content of their
choice

(2) entitled to run applications and services of their
choice, subject to the needs of law enforcement

(3) connect their choice of legal devices that do not
harm the network

(4) to competition among network providers, appli-
cation and service providers, and content pro-
viders

The born-again American Telephone & Telegraph
is lobbying the US Congress for the right to create
a two-tier or multi-tier Internet, where the telecom
carriers' own Internet services would be transmitted
faster and more efficiently than those of their com-
petitors. In Business Week, Ed Whitacre the CEO of
SBC asserted:

'They don't have any fiber out there.
They don't have any wires. They don't
have anything ... They use my lines
for free -- and that's bull. For a Google
or a Yahoo! or a Vonage or anybody
to expect to use these pipes for free
is nuts!"

In fact Google has a lot of fibre, its network extends
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In the USA, Disney is
among those signing
Mobile Virtual Network
Operator deals: in
Europe, it is the mobile
networks that engage in
tiering and blocking.

Left: Disney's lion in
The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe, as
in The Chronicles of
Namia

Right: Disney's dog
Coal, in The Shaggy
Dog (story)

to many points of interconnection with ISPs and
operators. (It has also proposed building the city Wi-
Fi for San Francisco.)

The business model of the last decade has been
that content and service providers interconnect with
local access, which is paid for by consumers and
enterprises. People do not pay their EUR 30 or US$
30 per month for broadband solely for access, but
so they can reach Google, Vonage and Yahoo! with-
out which it would be coldly unattractive.

Not a new argument

The case put for increased compensation for net-
work operators delivering Internet traffic to the end
customer is not new. It has been the subject of
long debates at the International Telecommunica-
tion Union (ITU) under the banners of International
Charging Arrangements for Internet Settlement
(ICAIS) and International Internet Connectivity (IIC).
Developing countries have argued that they should
pay less of the costs they have to meet in delivering
traffic from the developed world to their customers.

Here the same operators that are engaged on Capi-
tol Hill argued vehemently against any change in the
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international arrangements for peering and transit.
They also persuaded the government of the USA to
take a derogation on ITU 0.50, the recommendation
that might have obtained a change in the settlement
system:

that administrations involved in
the provision of international Internet
connections negotiate and agree to
bilateral commercial arrangements
enabling direct international Internet
connections that take into account
the possible need for compensation
between them for the value of elements
such as traffic flow, number of routes,
geographical coverage and cost of
international transmission amongst
others.

They opposed then abroad, what they now propose
at home.

Mark Cooper, of the Consumer Federation of Amer-
ica, has argued against the RBOCs that:

"You haven't innovated anything that
you want to charge these customers
for"

The RBOCs are providing a passive utility-like net-
work based on innovations by manufacturers and
service providers. At a policy level it ought to be
more important to encourage innovation in devices
and services on that network to generate economic
growth and jobs.

There will continue to be a fight with the owners of
popular Internet sites, These companies legitimately
fear that a tiered Internet would give telecommunica-
tions companies too much control over a fast-grow-
ing part of the Internet.

'Ma Video'

Much of the battle is about video service-the New
York Times dubbed AT&T the future "Ma Video".
The few remaining RBOCs want to offer their own
advanced and high definition Internet video services
to customers, while the online video offerings of
rival firms would be transmitted at lower speed and
with poorer image quality. The operators would also
charge web sites a premium to offer their video to
consumers on the higher-speed Internet. That could
mean that Google or Yahoo might have to pay Veri-
zon and AT&T to send high-quality video to its sub-
scribers, presumably they would pass this on with
differential pricing for delivery over those networks,

Given the potentially wide range of possible search
engines and service providers, constraining serv-
ice to the access provider seems unlikely to be
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welcome. The whole proposition is cast into more
serious doubt when there is a choice of wireless
networks and, most especially by the introduction of
devices such as Slingbox which allow you to view
all your cable television channels when away from
home. The disruption that will cause to content pro-
ducers will make file-sharing look like a walk in the
park.

A peculiar aspect of the debate is that it is about
fixed access and excludes the considerable
progress on cellular networks where investment
seems to be unaffected by uncertainty, At least in
the USA, network operators are signing Mobile
Virtual Network Operators (MVNO) deals based on
content: Amp'd, Disney, ESPN and Helio. In Europe
it is the mobile networks that engage in tiering and
blocking.

3GSM

There is one network already in place and avail-
able to hundreds of millions of users which has all
the features of tiered service and selective access
to web servers and content with a highly sophisti-
cated capacity for billing. It is the mobile Internet
as accessed over 3GSM, that is GPRS, EDGE and
UMTS, where the user is "protected" by a Network
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Address Translation (NAT) firewall from the "public"
Internet and has a private IP address. Mobile opera-
tors have, from the beginning, designed into their
service a very high level of control, each packet can
be counted, weighed and billed to the customer.

The most extreme example is when roaming in a
foreign county where the home operator provides
a virtual home environment that will even perform
every DNS look-up on its own server. Despite talk
of potentially high transmission speeds. the capacity
of the installed network is very modest, because so
little has been invested in additional infrastructure
to carry data. The 3GSM operators want to sell
bundled services and not mere utilitarian Internet
access.

The effects of this, very far from neutral mobile
Internet. have been the suppression of demand
and of innovation. Of the millions of handsets that
might be used for GPRS few have owners that are
interested in or use the services-most are not even
aware of its existence. More seriously, there are
very few service producers and aggregators, for
they are scared off by the terms of business offered
to them. The most prominent service on GPRS was
designed for the very narrowband bi-directional
pager network-push electronic mail for the Black-
berry.

Situation in Germany

The German incumbent operator has raised similar
arguments and tactics to those of the RBOCs in the
USA. It was very successful first in having it included
in the coalition agreement, then in getting a decision
of the regulator and later national legislation. How-
ever, the EC opposed its arguments and forced a
reversal of the Bundesnetzagentur decision and will
doubtless bring an infringement proceeding on the
legislation, though it will have to go to the European
Court of Justice (ECJ).

Demonstrably, Germany does not lead the world or
Europe in broadband developments. The potential
market failure and the control of the bottleneck are
clear. What is very unclear is why, in a competitive
retail market, Deutsche Telecom considers that cus-
tomers will not pay "enough" to justify the investment
and that it needs to bill content providers that have
chosen rival networks as their providers.

With the German exception, this is still a domestic
debate in the USA. Yet the USA is not at the leading
edge of broadband deployment, rather it lags behind
and slips in successive OECD rankings. There has
been some soul searching to explain or explain
away the 16th position in OECD rankings. There is
no equivalent debate in Korea or Japan.

Kenjiro Cho has shown that rapid changes are tak-

ing place in backbone traffic as customers in Japan
adjust to the widespread availability of 50 and 100
Mbps. The perspective there is very different, with
government and industry seeking to achieve eco-
nomic growth through new services and demand
which they want to fill the pipes of truly mass mar-
kets. The aim is to provide a fat pipe and to let
people fill them with innovative services and
thereby generate economic growth and jobs.

Whereas, in the USA, as Public Knowledge puts it:

Unfortunately broadband services are at risk
of being controlled by gatekeepers who have
the ability to skew the marketplace against
the interests of consumers. As a result of
recent mergers in the telecommunications
and cable industries, broadband provision
is increasingly dominated by a duopoly that
is under no obligation to ensure that their
networks are open and accessible to all users
and applications.

Maintaining an open communications platform for
advanced services is in the public interest, because
that is the pre-requisite for the next generation
Internet, allowing innovation to drive developments,
economic growth and social benefits. Given the
nature and role of networks, policy-makers need to
be extremely careful before taking any decision to
allow proprietary discrimination. The role of regula-
tion should be to ensure that strategically placed
actors cannot undermine innovation at any layer of
the platform.

Suppression of innovation?

Net neutrality is not necessarily what it seems.
Rather than simply over-providing the capacity in
bandwidth and waiting for, or even encouraging,
innovation to fill the pipes with traffic, the RBOCs
and DTAG are trying to destroy the Internet settle-
ment system by billing the content providers for their
traffic. Instead they want to tie the content to their
access networks.

The greatest risk this presents is not the suppres-
sion of innovation, but rather its diversion elsewhere
to wireless networks and to countries where it is
more welcome and where the political debate has
taken account of broader economic and social fac-
tors.
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Leonardo de Vinci (sort of) on the History
Channel: expanding educational opportunities

needs Net Neutrality

The Benefits of Net Neutrality

While the openness of the Internet is univer-
sally praised, it is no longer guaranteed, at
least for broadband services. Recent Supreme
Court and FCC rulings define broadband net-
works as unregulated "information services"
which means that the operators of broadba~d
networks are no longer under any legal obliga-
tion to keep their networks open to all Internet
content, services and equipment.

Net Neutrality (2) - an extract from the Public
Knowledge essay

Broadband providers now have the same
authority as cable providers to act as gate-
keepers: the network owner can choose which
services and equipment consumers may use.
Network operators can adopt conflicting and
proprietary standards for the attachment of
consumer equipment, can steer consumers to
certain web sites over others, can block what-
ever Internet services or applications they like,
and make their preferred applications perform
better than others.

The genius of the Internet is its promise of
unlimit~d accessibility. With very limited
exceptions, any consumer with an Inter-

net connection and a computer can visit any
web site, attach any device, post any content,
and provide any service.

As a result, Public Knowledge has joined
with consumer electronic equipment pro-
viders, Internet content and application
providers, VolP providers, and consumer
and public interest groups to ask Con-
gress and the FCC to restore the rule that
requires network operators to provide
nondiscriminatory access to all lawful con-
tent, services and equipment. The call for
legislation may be termed "net neutrality,"
although other terms have also been used.

Not surprisingly, the network operators,
dominated by the cable and telephone
companies, generally oppose any legisla-
tion or FCC rule. They maintain that such
a rule will discourage investment, will cre-
ate burdensome regulation, and is unnec-
essary because network operators already
have incentives to keep their networks
open.

Some observers may yet ask, "Why
should we care?" One answer is that
broadband networks are quickly becoming
the essential lifeline of our economy
and society, carrying on-line commercial
transactions, interactive games, news and
information on current events, local and
national advertising, telemedicine and
distance learning, and videoconferencing.
Broadband service providers increasingly
provide many of the same services
as public libraries, local and national
newspapers, banks, and broadcasters.
Allowing the dominant cable and telephone
industries to control our access to these
sources of information, entertainment
and commerce could endanger our First
Amendment rights as well as our high-tech
economy.

(continues)
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The following discussion highlights the
primary benefits of maintaining an open
Internet:

a. Expanded E-Commerce and Eco-
nomic Growth: The nation's future economic
growth is clearly linked to the expansion of
the Internet and the information technology
(IT) industry. Furthermore, a recent study
presented to the Telecommunications Policy
Research Conference by four economists
found a direct link between broadband adop-
tion and economic growth. The study con-
cludes:

[We find evidence that) broadband positively
affects economic activity in ways that are
consistent with the qualitative stories told by
broadband advocates. Even after controlling
for community-level factors known to influence
broadband availability and economic activity,
we find that between 1998 and 2002, com-
munities in which mass-market broadband
was available by December 1999 experienced
more rapid growth in (1) employment, (2) the
number of businesses overall, and (3) busi-
nesses in IT-intensive sectors.

If broadband network operators are permitted
to limit the user's choice of computers or abil-
ity to network computers, as they have in the
past, many of the productivity benefits from
computing and communications technologies
could disappear.

b. Enhancing the Marketplace
of Ideas and Information: From video
updates, to blogs, to newsgroups, to e-
mail updates, to RSS feeds, to on-line
journals, more and more Americans obtain
their information about the world over the
Internet rather than through newspapers
or through broadcast TV. According to
one recent study by the Pew Internet and
American Life Project, the percentage of
Americans who "regularly" get their news
from the Internet rose to 29% from virtually
0% one decade ago. At the same time,
the percentage of people who receive their
news from broadcast TV fell to 59% from
near 70% in 1994, while newspaper usage
declined to 42% from 58%. If these trends
continue, the owners of the broadband
connections into our homes could exert
greater control over the news and infor-
mation we receive than broadcasters and
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newspaper-owners do today.

c. Increased Investment in Innova-
tive Applications: New applications of
broadband technology are being devel-
oped every day. On analyst has predicted
that businesses need to be prepared for
the coming of a second Internet revolu-
tion based on podcasting and blogging.
Furthermore, a Net Neutrality rule would
provide a level of certainty for the future
that encourages new investment today.
Professors Lessig and Wu have argued
that the clarification of the rules of the road
concerning broadband technologies will
itself stimulate even greater investment in
new applications, as investors will have
greater certainty that their new services will
have access to the network.

The question an innovator, or venture
capitalist, asks when deciding whether to
develop some new Internet application is
not just whether discrimination is occurring
today, but whether restrictions might be
imposed when the innovation is deployed.
If the innovation is likely to excite an incen-
tive to discrimination, and such discrimina-
tion could occur, then the mere potential
imposes a burden on innovation today
whether or not there is discrimination now.
The possibility of discrimination in the
future dampens the incentives to invest
today

d. Increased Investment in Consumer
Devices and Equipment: An open Internet
policy pushes the opportunity for innovation
from inside the network to the "edge" of the
network. As the cost of processing power,
storage and transmission have decreased,
entrepreneurs have invested huge sums of
capital in innovative devices, equipment and
software, outside of the control of the network
owners. The consumer electronics (CE)
industry has enjoyed consecutive years of
double-digit growth, and the impact on the U.S.
economy is huge. Sales to dealers of all CE
products reached $113.5 billion in '04, an 11
percent increase over 2003. Sales in 2005 are
projected to top $125 billion.

Open attachment protects the consumers' abil-
ity to obtain the most innovative equipment
at the most competitive prices. Broadband
equipment can empower consumers to control
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their broadband experience. MP3 players,
like the iPod, allow consumers to be their own
record producers; personal video recorders
(PVRs), like TiVo, allow consumers to become
their own network-programming executives. If
broadband service providers are free to dictate
which equipment can be connected to their
networks or require customers to use only
equipment purchased from the broadband
provider, the equipment market will be less
diverse, less innovative, and less responsive to
the needs of customers.

e. Expanded Educational Opportuni-
ties: Educational institutions are among
the most direct and innovative beneficia-
ries of broadband technologies. Colleges
are increasingly exploring applications
such as blogs, courseware sites, electronic
facebooks, calendaring, Web conferenc-
ing, digital repositories (e.g., DSpace),
e-portfolios, and peer networking to enable
greater student collaboration and learning.
According to the Economist magazine,
a new technology called "collaborative
filtering", when applied to peer-to-peer ser-
vices, can be used to share links to refer-
ence sites, sources, and research tools.

Educational institutions are not just
beneficiaries of broadband innovation;
they are also driving it. For instance,
the Internet2, a consortium of over 200
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universities, is developing and testing new
revolutionary Internet applications such
as digital libraries, virtual laboratories,
distance-independent learning and tele-
immersion. A primary goal of Internet2
is to ensure the transfer of new network
technology and applications to the broader
education and networking communities.

Why would a Net Neutrality rule benefit
educational institutions? At first blush, it
might seem counter-intuitive that network
operators would block usage by schools.
But consider this: many private, for-profit
schools compete with non-profit schools.
An educational institution might seek to
expand its reach, and its revenues, by
reaching an exclusive arrangement with
the network operator to distribute its edu-
cational materials to the disadvantage of
other schools. Arguments for efficiency
might lead to plans to replace our net-
work of local and regional schools with a
single nationwide school with preferential
broadband access. Losing this diversity of
thought and research would be disturbing
and threatening to our democracy.

f. Increased Video Programming
and other Entertainment: The letters
"VoIP" usually translate into Voice over
the Internet Protocol, but in the near future
they could stand for something much more
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exciting - Video. Some telephone
companies are now expanding their
service offerings to include video -
either as a cable-like programming ser-
vice or as video on demand. What will
happen when the technology arrives
to allow competitive video providers
to send programming over the Inter-
net? Phone companies have already
tried to block Voice over IP. Will the
cable companies exercise their control
over the network to stop cable modem
subscribers from obtaining competitive
cable service? Will the phone compa-
nies?

These questions are largely theoreti-
cal today, given the capacity limitations
of today's broadband networks. Yet,
many telephone and cable companies
are deploying fiber and are otherwise
upgrading their systems to make
bandwidth available at upwards of 100
Mbps, far beyond the FCC minimum of
200 kbps designation for "high speed"
Internet. As bandwidth increases, ques-
tions involving discrimination in broad-
band service will move to the forefront.

While the most well known application for
video streaming is cable-like programming

service, there are also many educational uses
of video streaming. Old Dominion University
(ODU), located in Norfolk, Virginia, operates
TELETECHNET, one of the largest university
distance learning programs in the country.
Though it began as a satellite based program,
TELETECHNET now offers live courses over
the Internet via video streaming. Distance-
learning students unable to attend a class
at its regular time may access the archived
transmission two days after the session.

The above discussion reviews only some
of the many benefits of broadband tech-
nologies. The growth of broadband Internet
services stimulates phenomenal economic
growth, especially in the high-tech sector;
provides a world of information and current
events; enhances educational opportuni-
ties for on-campus and off-campus stu-
dents; and creates new opportunities for
entertainment and video services.

The cable and telephone industries are
becomingly increasingly concentrated,
which could allow them to increase their
control over the information carried over
their broadband facilities. Without a firm
Net Neutrality policy, the network owners
could curtail the economic, social, and
educational benefits summarized above.

The full text of the above Public Knowledge article is available at www.publicknowledge.org
under a Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike license
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